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The Balkans: From Discovery to Invention 

Beyond and below what was once 
Czechoslovakia /ie the deep Balkans. 

They are, it has been said, 
a sort of hell paved with the bad intentions 

of the powersl. 

By the beginning of the twentieth centucy Europe had added to its repertoire 
of Schimpfw6rter, or disparagements, a new one which turned out to be more per
sistent than others with centuries old traditions. „Balkanization" not only had come 
to denote the parcelization of large and viable politica! units but also had become 
a synonym for a reversion to the tribal, the backward, the primitive, the barbarian. 
In its !atest hypostasis, particularly in American academe, it has been completely 
decontextualized and paradigmatically related to a variety of problems. 2 If Euro
pean identity, as Agnes Heller has maintained, is characterized by .the recognition 
of the accomplishment of others," then „the myth of Occident and Orient is nota 
juxtaposition of civilization with barbarism but rather of one civilization with 
another," and „European (Western) cultural identity has been conceived as both 
echnocentric and anti-eth11ocentric."3 If Europe has produced not only racism but 
also anti-racism, not only m,isogyny but also feminism, not only anti-Semitism but 
also its repudiation, then what.can be termed „Balkanism" has not yet been cou
pled with its complementing and ennobling antithesis . 

• Orientalism" was a.Jvanced by Edward Said to denote „the corporate institu
tion for dealing with the Orient-dealing with it by making statements about it, 
authorizing views of it, <lescribing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in 
short Orientalism [can be discussed and analyzed] as a Western style for dominat
ing, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient."4 Particularly inspired by 
Foucault, from whom he not only borrowed the term „discourse" but his focus on 
the relationship of knowiedge to power,5 Said exposed the dangers of essentializ
ing the „orient" as .other". Less attention in this respect has been paid to the essen
tialization (or, rather, self-essentialization) of the „west", as the hegemonic pair in 
the dichotomy. Predictably, the response to Said's book was quite polarized: mod
ernization cheoriscs and cLissical liberals were severely critical;6 however, there 
was alsa serious and subtle epistemologica! critique, an attempt to avoid the 
extremes and go beyond Said, and beyond orientalism.7 Studies of power and rep
resentation have alsa prc·g~·essed beyond FoucauJt.B 
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Yet, despite distinguished and undistinguished objections, the place of „ori
entalism" in academic dictionaries is secured. Its continuing resonance is perhaps 
best explained by the growing awareness of students of society and history „of the 
role of their academic disciplines in the reproduction of pattems of domination. „9 

What has been recognized „is that the critiques of colonialism have nat really led 
to a reflection on the evoiution of knowledge that brings us into the post-colonial 
(or neocolonial) present."10 Nor have critiques of domination and dependence 
outside the colonial context, as in the case of the Balkans. 

But .Balkanism" is nat merely a sub-species of orientalism,11 an .orientalist 
variation on a Balkan theme. "12 The absence of a colonial legacy (despite the often 
exploited analogies) is not the only, nat even the main difference. „Balkanism" 
evolved independently trom „Orientalism" and, in certain aspects, against or 
despite it, partially because southeastern Europe (or the Balkans)l3 has been con
sidered geopolitically distinct from the near or the middle east. Its Christianity 
opposed it to Islam and fed the crusading potential of western Christendom. 
Despite many depictions of its (Orthodox) Christianity as „oriental despotism," 
inherently non-European or non-western, still the boundary between Islam and 
Christianity continued to be perceived as the principal one. Moreover, Balkan self
identities constructed during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were invari
ably opposed to „oriental others": geographical neighbors, e.g. the Ottoman 
Empire and Turkey, as wel] as regions within the area itself and portions of one's 
own historical past (usuall~: the Ottoman period and the Ottoman legacy). 14 Here, 
I will focus exclusively on the first of these two sides of Balkanism: its construction 
from the outside. 

Geographically inextricable from Europe, yet culturally constructed as .the 
other", the Balkans became, intime, the object of a number of extemalized politi
ca!, ideological and cultU'.<ll frustrations and have served as a repository of nega
tive characteristics agains1: ;vhich a positive and self-congratulatory image of the 
„European" and „the west" .ims been constructed. Balkanism conveniently exempt
ed „the wesc" from charges of racism, colonialism, Eurocentrism and Christian 
intolerance: the Balkans, after all, are in Europe, they are white and they are pre
dominantly Christian. 

The „civilized world' (as Europe outside the Balkans and North America have 
proclaimed themselves)1~ was first distressed nat simply by events in the area but 
by area itself during the i:.Jalkan wars (1912-1913). News of the barbarities commit
ted on this distant European peninsula came flooding in and challenged the peace 
movements which were .~;aining strength and becoming institutionalized. The 
Carnegie Endowment for I. „.ternational Peace established a commission (eight well 
known politicians, profes5•jfS and joumalists from France, the United States, Great 
Britain, Russia, Germany ! rid Austria-Hungary) .to inquire into the causes and con
duct of the Balkan wars."''' Their report, published in 1914,17 considers in detail 
the historical roots of tht~ Balkan conflict, presents the points of view and aspira
tions of the differcnt be.lhgerents, as well as the economic, social and moral con-
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sequences of the wars, arid their relatl6n to intemational law. It includes an intro
duction by Baron d'Estoumelle de Constant reiterating the main principles of the 
peace movement: „Let us repeat, for the benefit of those who accuse us of 'bleat
ing for peace at any price,' what we have always maintained: War rather than slav
ery; Arbitration rather than war; Conciliation rather than arbitration."18 De Constant 
alsa differentiated between the first and the second Balkan wars; the first was 
defensive and a war of independence, .the supreme protest against violence, and 
generally the protest of the weak against the strong. . . and for this reason it was 
glorious and popular throughoutthe civilized world. 11 19 The second, however, was 
a predatory war in which „both victor and vanquished lase morally and material
ly.11 But both „finally sacri.fked treasures of riches; lives, and heroism. We cannot 
authenticate these sacrifices without protesting, without denouncing their cost and 
their danger for the futurc. 11 20 While nat optimistic about the immediate politica! 
future of the region, the commission concluded: 

What then îs the duty of the cîvilized world în the Balkans? ... lt is clear în the 
first place that they should cease to exploit these nations for gain. They should 
encourage them LO make arbîtration treatîes and insist upon their keeping them. 
They should set a good example by seeking a judicial settlement of all înterna
tîonal dîsputes. 21 

De Constant himself reiterated: 

The real cul~·rits în thîs long list of executions, assassinations, drownings, 
burnings, massacres and atrocities furnished ·by aur report, are nat, we repeat, 
the Balkan peopl :.~. Here pity must conquer indignation. Do nat let us condemn 
the victims ... Tht• real culprits are those who by interest or înclination, declaring 

. that war îs înevil'!ble, end by making ît so, assertîng that they are powerless to 
prevent it .. 22 

In 1993; instead of 12 unching a fact~finding mission, the Camegie Endowment 
satisfied itself with reprinring the „Report of the Intemational Commission to 
Inquire into the Causes and Conduct of the Balkan Wars," preceding that title with 
a gratuitous caption, „Tht! Other Balkan Wars."23 Alsa added is an introduction by 
George Kennan, ambassador to the Soviet Union in the 1950s and to Yugoslavia in 
the 1960s, best known a~. the padre padrone of the US policy of containment vis
a-vis the USSR. Entitled „The Balkan Crises: 1913 and 1993,"24 this introduction is 
in turn preceded by a t'.vo-page preface by the president of the Camegie 
Endowment, Morton Abramowitz, which recounts his almost serendipitous idea to 
reopen the 80-year-old ·report. It convinced him .that others should alsa have the 
opportunity to read it. It is a document with many stories to tell us in this twilight 
decade of the twentieth century, when yet again a conflict in the Balkans torments 
Europe and the conscie1•0.! of the intemational community. 11 25 Abramowitz con
siders Kennan the persor, tn best bridge the two events and instruct the conscience 
of the international community ( which seems to have been tormented primarily by 
the Balkans throughout :he twentieth century). We „all now benefit from his 
insight, his sure sense of l,,;story, and his felicitous style."26 
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Kennan's introduction/article begins with praise of peace movements in the 
Unites States, England and northern Europe which sought to create new legal 
codes of international behavior. Although the initiative for an international confer
ence on disarmament came from the Russian Tsar Nicholas II, it was .imrnature 
dilettantism, ... elaborated by the characteristic confusions of the Russian govern
mental establishment of the time, ... nat a serious one."27 And although it was nat 
serious, it was .seized upon with enthusiasm" by the proponents of peace who 
convoked the two Hague Peace Conferences and other intemational initiatives. 
Having sep3rated the serious men from the dilletant boys, thus retrospectively 
essentializing cald war dichotomies, the introduction describes the historical con
text of the turn of the century, the outbreak of the Balkan wars and report of the 
Carnegie commission which follows. 

The importance of this report for the world of 1993 lies prîmarily în the light 
it casts on the excruciating situation prevailing today in the same Balkan world 
wîth whîch it dealt. The greatest value of the report îs to reveal to people of thîs 
age how much of today's problem has deep roots and how much does noe. 28 

Confirming thus his belief in the maxim „Historia est magistra vitae, "the sec
ond part of Kennan's introduction analyzes analogies with the past and the lessons 
of these analogies, its approach indicated by the slip „the same Balkan world. 1129 
The newly created Balkan states are sumrned up as monarchies whose leaders 
were „as arule, somewhat more moderate and thoughtful than their subjects. Their 
powers were usually disputed by inexperienced and unruly parliamentary bod
ies"30 - leaving one to wonder which was the rule and who were the exceptions. 
The Bulgarian Tsar Ferdinand, .Foxy Ferdinand," plunged his country into the sec
ond Balkan war, despice better advice, to achieve his wild ambitions (nat Balkan, 
but central European, more particularly, Saxe-Coburg-Gothan) to enter Constantin
ople as victor; he accompli.~hed the loss of his crown and the unruly parliamentary 
body ruled that he was n~\ er to set foot in Bulgaria again. The .moderate" Milan 
Obrenovich involved anG humiliated Serbia in a war with Bulgaria in 1885;31 and 
Kennan could have used I.he bloody assassination of the last pathetic Obrenovich, 
Alexander, in 1903, to illustrate typical Balkan violence, had he not been of royal 
birth.32 Finally, the Hohen:~ollem-Sigmaringen dynasty of Romania was modera
tion incarnate, especially tl:.e soap-opera Carol II, whose mother was the beautiful 
Queen Marie, a „regular, rc5ular, regular, regular royal queen" according to a cap
tion in a 1924 Time,33 the :avorite grand-daughter of Victoria and an intimate friend 
of the Waldorf Astors.34 

On the other hand, the explanation for the Balkan irredenta, for dreams of 
glory and territorial expu·.~>ion, is summarized in one sentence: „lt was hard for 
people who had recentl) ;1chieved so much, to know where to stop. „35 No men
tion that recent Balkan upstarts, under the .moderate" guidance of mostly German 
princelings, were em ul<:ting the .,frugal" imperial behavior of their western 
European models. Criticai -:>f the original report in that „there was no attempt to 
analyze the politica] motivations of the various govemments participating in the 
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wars,"36 Kennan's introduction nonetheless sums up his view ofthe reasons for the 
Balkan wars: 

The strongest motivating fac;tor involved in the Balkan wars was not religion 
but aggressive nationalism. Buf that nationalism, as it manifested itc;elf on the 
field of battle, drew on deeper"traits of character inherited, presumably, from a 
distant tribal past. .. And soit remains today ... What we are up against is the sad 
fact that developmcnts of those earlier ages, not only those of the Turkish dom
ination but of earlier ones as well, had the effect of thrusting into the southeast
ern reaches of the European c.'Qntinent a salient of non-European civilization 
which has continu_ed to the present day to preserve many of its non-European 
characteristics.37 

Had Kennan's essay introduced the original report, written a whole year 
before the outbreak of World War I, one could empathize with its moral outrage 
even while overlooking its conceptual inaccuracies: at the time, it seemed that with 
little effort the belle epoque would endure forever. Kennan, on the other hand, had 
full knowledge of the butcheries of two world wars. And although at least techni
cally it is indisputable that the spark for the power-keg came from the Balkans, 
very few serious historians would claim that they were the cause of WorldWar I.38 

Perhaps because the Balkans were comparatively late and reluctantly involved in 
World War II, Kennan does nat even mention it: "Well, here we are in 1993. Eighty 
years of tremendous chafl ge in the remainder of Europe and of further intemecine 
strife in the Balkans thernselves have done little to alter the problem this geo
graphic region presents for Europe."39 

Indeed, chere is so.nething distinctly non-European in the dimensions of 
Balkan slaughters. After World War II, it is ethnocentric at least to state that „these 
states of mind [animosities] are nat peculiar to the Balkan people, ... they can be 
encountered among other European peoples as well ... But all these distinctions 
are relative ones. It is the llndue predominance among the Balkan peoples of these 
particular qualities, and others that might have been mentioned."40 One is tempt
ed to ask whether the Holocaust resulted from a .due" or „undue" predominance 
of barbarity. Certainly the Holocaust occurred fifty years ago, but the two Balkan 
wars were even earlier; b..:sides, Kennan wrote his essay only a year after the .neat 
and clean" Gulf war operation during which there were twice as many casualties 
as incurred by all sides during the two Balkan wars.41 Whether the Balkans are 
non-European or nat may bea rnatter of academic and politica! debate, but the 
area certainly has no monopoly on barbarity. 

It is not rny intention merely to express moral outrage at somebody else's 
moral outrage. My question is: how does one explain the persistence of such a 
frozen image of the Balkan~? While historians are well aware that dramatic changes 
have occurred on the peninsula, their discourse on the Balkans as a geogra
phic/cultural entity is overv:helmed by a discourse utilizing the construct as a pow
erful symbol conveniently located outside historical time. And this usage itself is 
the product of nearly two centuries of evolution. How could a geographical appel-
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lation be transformed into one of the mast powerful pejorative designations in his
tory, international relations, politica! science and, nowadays, general intellectual 
discourse? There seem to be three reasons which I will discuss in turn: first, inno
cent inaccuracies have resulted from imperfect geographical knowledge, transmit
ted by tradition. Second, this purely geographical appellation was later saturated 
with politica!, social, cultural and ideological overtones so that by the turn of the 
century „Balkan" had pejorative implications. Third, the complete dissociation of 
the designation from its object occurred and a further evolution of pejorative usage 
resulted. Commensurately there occurred the reverse and retroactive ascription of 
the pejorative designation to the geographical area (particularly after 1989). 

Only during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries did west Europeans 
become aware that the European possessions of the Ottoman Empire had a distinct 
physiognomy of their own and merited attention other than as mere Ottoman 
provinces or as archeological sites. On the one hand, commerce between western 
Europe, primarily Great Britain and France, was increasing; there was continuing 
interest in the monuments of classical antiquity; and the napoleonic wars had 
deterred travelers from visiting western Europe and the western Mediterranean 
(especially in the case of the Grand Taur) and induced them to visit „the east". On 
the other hand, the intensifying activities of the Balkan populations for politica! 
sovereignty during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries attracted attention to 
populations which had been hitherto subsumed under the undifferentiated title of 
Ottoman or Turkish Christians. Views of the area were colored by romanticism 
and/or Realpolitik, resulting in polarized advocacy or demonization of these pop
ulations. Philhellenism swept Europe in the 1820s, followed by disillusionrnent 
with realities; Turkophilia and Slavophobia were in vogue, together with the mir
ror-image phenomena of T ..irkophobia (or rather Islamophobia) and Slavophilism 
as direct functions of great power politics, and specifically nineteenth century atti
tudes towards Russia. 

While travel literature: was a fashionable genre throughout eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries Europe, there is no doubt that travelers' accounts were the 
preferred reading after nm els in Britain. They represented an important portion of 
English litera ture and, "alt 1-iough the litera ture of travel is nat the highest kind, and 
indeed cannot be called a distinct branch of literature, yet a history of English lit
erature rightly assigns a space apart to such books, because this kind of writing, 
perhaps more than any other, both expresses and influences national predilections 
and national character."42 Obviously, geographical discovery was going hand in 
hand with a simultan.eous invention of the region and the two processes are, in 
face, inseparable. 

In 1794 the „wrecks of ancient grandeur" led John Morritt, then freshly out of 
Cambridge, across Europe to Constantinople, and from there to Troy, Mount Athos 
and Athens. After g•.Jing through the Shipka Pass, he described his feelings in a let
ter to his sister: „we were approaching classic ground. We slept at the foot of a 
mountain, which vve crossed the next day, which separates Bulgaria from Romania 
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(the ancient Thrace), and vvhich, though now deba!ied by the riame of Bal.Kan, is 
no less a personage than the ancient Haemus: "43 Certainly i:his „Levant lunatic" and 
future prominent member of the Society of Dilettanti must have been irritated by 
any reminder of the present on „classic ground"; yet the later accretions were duly 
recorded. This was one of the very first times that · the mountain chain dividing 
Bulgaria from east to west and running parallel to' the Dartube \Vas called .Balkan", 
Turkish for „wooded mountain." 

Practically all previous travelers, including Edward Browrt, who published his 
popular and influential „Brief Account of Some Travels in Diverse Parts of Europe" 
in 1669, had used only the ancient term „Haemus."44 Brown malntained, following 
ancient authors, that the mountain chain continued to the west, separating Serbia 
from Macedonia, and that, under different names, the Haemus stretched between 
Pontus Euxinus (the Black Sea) and the Adriatic.45 From the early nineteenth cen
tury on, „Haemus" and „Balkan" were used interchangeably;46 after the 1820s 
"Balkan" became the preferred although not yet exclusive term. 47 In 1827 Robert 
Walsh repeated the earlier error that the Haemus stretched for over 500 miles, 
beginning at the Bay of Venice and reaching the Black Sea; now, he added, this 
chain was call ed „Balkan," which meant .difficult mountain. „4s Nat until 1827 was 
„Balkan" used to refer to the whole peninsula, when Walsh mentioned that the 
bishops in this region were always Greeks who used Greek as the liturgica! lan
guage exclusively in the s·.Juthern parts and predominantly in the northern parts of 
!:he Balkans.49 Still, the region was commonly called the nHellenic peninsula," 
.Greek peninsula," „Illyrian peninsula," „Roman peninsula," „Byzantine peninsu
la," „Thrace," etc., evoking its ancient or medieval past. Until the Congress of Berlin 
in 1878, the increasingly frequent designations were „European Turkey," „Turkey
in-Europe," „Ottoman Empire in Europe," .(European) Levant" and, after the turn 
of the century, „South-Slavic peninsula", „Southeasteuropean peninsula," (part oD 
„Mediterranean Europe," (part of) „Danubian Europe," (part of) „Eastern Europe," 
.Southeastern Europe". For the Ortoman rulers the region was „Rum-eli," - Rum
elia - literally „the land c,f the Romans," i.e., of the Greeks.50 Although Morritt's 
classically conditioned ears had been offended by the sound of „Balkan," the 
descriptions of the area dating from the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth and 
most of the nineteenth centuiy 'are non-judgmental and matter of fact. 

The reason why „Balkan" became one of the mast often used designations 
(alongside southeastem Europe) has little to do with precise geography.51 The 
German geographer August Zeune was the first to use the term „Balkan peninsula" 
(Balkanhalbeiland) in 1809: „ln the north this Balkan peninsula is divided from the 
rest of Europeby the•IQ!!g.mountain chain of the Balkans, or the forrner Albanus, 
Scardus, Haemus, which, to. ·the northwest, joins the Alps in the small lstrian penin
sula, and to the east fades away into the Black Sea in two branches."52 In the 1830s, 
as a resuit of his exped;tiuns, the French geologist and geographer Ami Boue 
authoritatively and definitively corrected this perception.53 However, by the turn of 
the century 0 Balkan penin~ula" or simply .Balkans" was increasingly used and had 
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established itself with a politica! rather than a geographical connotation.54 In 1922 
the Serbian geographer ]avan Cvijic, much as he was aware of the incorrect 
employment of the term, used it himself in his important work on the peninsula.55 

By the clase of the nineteenth century there were in place two patterns of 
perception of the Balkans which, for lack of a better definition, can be termed 
loosely the aristocratic and the bourgeois.105 They were transmitted throughout 
the following periods and perpetuated, sometimes literally, sometirnes in a modi
fied form, often intertwined, by consecutive generations. While the Macedonian 
question had contributed to the reputation of the peninsula as a turbulent region, 
it was during the Balkan wars and World War I that „balkanization" was coined, 
conclusively sealing a negative image for the area. A new feature, however, was 
added to this image: violence. Western Europeans had always proclaimed horror 
at apparently „eastem" barbarities, especially impaling. This punishment was 
reported by practically all travelers; 106 and its exoticism fired morose western 
imagination - as a resuit of which Vlad Ţepeş107 was transformed into the immor
tal figure of Dracula. Yet, early descriptions did nat reflect a self-perceived moral 
superiority and never attnbuted atrocities in the region to inherent genetic defects. 
Violence as the Leitmotiv of the Balkans is a, strictly speaking post-Balkan wars 
phenomenon. According to Rebecca West: 

Violence wa~. indeed, all I knew of the Balkans: all I knew of the South 
Slavs. I derived rhe knowledge from memories of my earliest interest in 
Liberalism, of leilvt:s fallen from this jungle of pamphlets, tied up with string in 
the dustiest corneîs of junk-shops, and later from the prejudices of the French, 
who use the word ,,Balkan" as a term of abuse, meaning a rastaquouere type of 
barbarian.108 

Another facet which J-.ad seasoned in nineteenth century thinking was added 
to „Balkan" during the inţeiwar period: the racial. An apprentice of Gobineau and 
Chamberlain, to mencion but a few of the founding fathers of racism, Hermann, 
Graf von Keyserling, was an influential figure in the philosophy of self-knowledge 
and cultural psychology, ar.::iund whom a school was formed (Schule der Weisheit) 
in Darmstadt in the 1920s '.tlmed at bringing people through creative knowledge to 
self-anainmenc. In 1928 :1{: published "Das Spektrum Europa," which was pub
lished in translation as „E J rope" in the United States; 109 of his twelve chapters, one 
is devoted to the Balkans: 
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Having provided lengthy descriptions of the Greeks, the Romanians and the 
Turks (the Serbs, Bulgarians and Albanians were .primitive warrior and robber 
races" not worthy of atterition), Keyserling summarized the Balkans: 

The Balkans of today arc nothing but a caricature of the Balkans of ancient 
times. The spirit of che Balkans as such is the spirit of eterna! strife. Inhabited as 
they are by primitive races, they present the primai picture of the primai stuggle 
between the one and the all. In the case of the highly gifted and highly educat
ed nations and individuals, this picture emerges as the spirit of the agon. But the 
earth-spirit of the Balkans as such is the primai formative power.111 

The same year, 192~. saw the American translation of a Swedish book which 
had appeared in Stockhoim in 1927.112 The author, Marcus Ehrenpreis, who tra
versed the Balkans, Egypt and the Holy Land in quest of .the soul of the East," was 
criticai of his co-passengers who had „leamt nothing" and had brought back only 

their precious possessions, photographs and big hotel bills ... This is not the 
way to visit the Orirnt! If you would win something of the soul of the East do not 
approach it as you would a strange country but as if you were returning home -
to yourself ... Do not go condescending as a bringer of civilization, but as a dis
ciple, humbly and receptively.113 

This spirit was conspicuously absent from his first chapter, 11Across the New 
Balkans": 

The Orient is already in evidence at the Masaryk railway station in Prague. 
Not the real Orient of the Azhar at Cairo or the one of Haifa's street cafes, but that 
variant of the East known as Levantinism; a something, elusive of definition - the 
body of the East L-·ut without its spirit. It is a crumbling Orient, a traitorous desert
er from itself, witliout fez, without veil, without Koran: it is an artificial, trumpery 
New Orient which has deliberately broken with its past and renounced its 
ancient heritage .114 

The description of t'1e inhabitants of this Levant (as contrasted to the „true 
East") bears witness to thei{ racial degeneration: 

There is som~·i:lii.ng eccentric in their conduct, they are overloud, too sudden, 
tao eager ... Odd•:>r, incredible individuals appear on all sides - low foreheads, 
sodden eyes, pro~ruding ears, thick underlips ... The Levantine type in the areas 
between the Balbr..s and the Mediterranean is, psychologically and socially, truly 
a "wavering form, ·• a composite of Easterner and Westemer, multilingual, cunning, 
superficial, unrelUile, materialistic and, above all, without tradition. This absence 
of tradition seems te account for the low intellectual and, to a certain extent moral, 
quality of the Lev·mtines ... Ina spiritual sense these creatures are homeless; they 
are no longer Ori.~ntals nor yet Europeans. They have not freed themselves from 
the vices of the E:ir.t nor acquired any of the virtues of the West.115 

In both Keyserling's a '.1d Ehrenpreis's works the former dichotomy between 
gentlemanly overlords a11d cringing subjects has found a theoretical rationaliza
tion: the inhabitants of thc~ Ualkans as „crossbreeds" are racially and culturally infe
rior, not only to western i.uropeans but also to the oriental other. 
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Of course, the shots of Gavrilo Princip, which signaled the outbreak of World 
War I, have left an indelible mark an practically all assessments of the region. John 
Gunther's immensely popular „lnside Europe" thus summarized American feelings: 

lt i:; an intolerable affront to human and politica) nature that these wretched 
and unhappy little countries in the Balkan peninsula can, and do, have quarrels 
that cause world wars. Some hundred and fifty thousand young Americans <lied 
because of an event in 1914 in a mud-caked primitive village, Sarajevo. 
Loathsome and almost obscene snarls in Balkan politics, hardly intelligible to a 
Western reader, are still vital to the peace of Europe, and perhaps the wor(d.116 

This section of the book was reprinted even after the outbreak of World War 
II. Is it possible that Hitler's snarls in German politics were more intelligible to 
readers because they were western? Admittedly, it would bea difficult step to take 
to assert that even World War II can be blamed on the Balkans. But, after fifty 
years, someone finally tc•ok chat step: Robert Kaplan, who openly aspires to 
become the Dame Rebecca West of the 1990s, maintained in .Balkan Ghosts" that 
„Nazism, for instance, can claim Balkan origins. Amang the flophouses of Vienna, 
a breeding ground of ethnic resentments clase to the southem Slavic world, Hitler 
learned howto hate so infectiously."117 

During the interwar period there was significant academic research on the 
Balkans, primarily in Germany, and several Balkan institutes were founded in the 
region.llH After 1918, however, usage of the designation „Balkan peninsula" 
became less common bec:iuse of its geographic inadequacy and because it was 
value laden. According to Mathias Bernath, „Southeastern Europe" was to become 
the „neutral, non-politica! and non-ideological concept which, moreover, abol
ished the standing historic.il-political dichotomy between the Danubian monarchy 
and the Ottoman Balkans chat had become irrelevant."119 During the 1930s and 
1940s, however, „Si.idosteuropa" was adopted by the nazisto become Wirtschajis
raum Grossdeutschland Sudost in their new order.120 

And finally, a new facet of the image of the Balkans was added after World 
War II when a new demon, a new other, communism, was grafted anto it, one 
which exempted two of tl:e mast important representatives of the Balkan Kultur
raum, Greece and Turkey. Since the 1970s discussions on the identity of (east) 
central Europe have increased and have become increasingly vociferous.121 
Ideologists seeking to rationalize and legitimize emancipatory breaks from the 
tutelage of the Soviet Union have viewed the region in terms of opposites, e.g. 
between CathoJ.ic and Orthodox, Byzantium and the west. East central Europe has 
been relegated to the nebulous realm of „Western values" while the Balkans with 
Russia are, if nat strictly Asian, then semi-Asian, „Halb-Asien," .Savage Europe," 
„The Other Europe"122 or the newly coined and ostensibly neutral „Eurasia". In his 
present incarn·.ition as a politician, Vaclav Havel argued for a non-inclusive policy 
on the part of NATO using the terminology of civilizational fault lines: 
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and Slovenia as well - dearly belong to the western sphere of European civi
lization. They espouse its values and draw on the same traditions. Moreover, the 
contiguous and stable Central European belt borders both on the traditionally 
agitated Balkans and the great Eurasian area, where democracy and market 
economies are only slowly and painfully breaking away toward their fulfill
ment.123 

Former Secretary of State Laurence Eagleburger, who does not have a previ
ous incamation as an intellectual, made the sarne point: addressing the responsi
bilities and credibility of f\lA TO in connection with the Bosnian crisis, he stated that 
the organization should be very much alive and should include Poland, Hungary 
and the Czech Republic (apparently not Slovakia) "so that there is a clear message 
who should be in and w~i.o out."124 Current discourse on the Balkans, when the 
overexpansion of European institutions endangers the exclusiveness of the privi
leged club, is thus perfec:ly clear. 

To come full circle and link the Kennan prelude with a Kennan coda, his 
piece becomes intelligible only in the light of this „clear message." What one can 
hear in it are motifs of a distinct and well known melody of an earlier period with 
some fresh improvisation:;. ~t is an American patrician version of the old aristocratic 
European paradigm garn;~ned with nineteenth century Victorian righteousness. It 
manifests an evolutionary belief in the superiority of orderly civilization over bar
barity, archaic predisposi:ions, backwardness, petty squabbles, unconforming and 
unpredictable behavior, Î'c!„ „tribalism." Kennan's use of „tribal" relegates the 
Balkans to a lower civilizati.onal category, one to which Africans are usually rele
gated. Africa and Asia have been classified by Elie Kedourie, according to their 
alleged poli tical tradition, as the legacy of tribal rule and the legacy of Oriental 
despotism.125 Tribal society's central feature is its primitiveness, lack of complexi
ty and, implicitly, weaknf·ss. When confronted "with the demand of modemization 
for a sophisticated systern of law and politica! representation, it merely collapses 
into tyranny"; 126 moreover, this is an „oriental" tyranny which entails intrinsic pas
sivity, incompatible with initiative and enterprise. Such classification of peoples 
according to notions of (~:ocial and technological) complexity and activity is a fun
damental principie of an 'n:perial discourse which has been inherited prirnarily by 
the press.127 It alsa preclt:dcs any responsibility or simply empathy which the „civ
ilized world" might otherwise bestow on more "reasonable" people. Thus, respon
ding to the question .wbat is to be done?" Kennan's introduction concludes that 
„no one - no particular country and no group of countries - wants, or should be 
expected to occupy the entire distracted Balkan region, to subdue its excited peo
ples, and to hold them in l)rder until they calm down and begin to look at their 
problems in a more orderly way."128 

Current discourse an the Balkans also reflects a shift in western policy toward 
Turkey. Before the twentieth century there was an ambiguous attitude toward the 
Turks: while there was a perhaps unconscious empathy with the ruler, there was 
alsa sympathy for fellow Christians, although this was not necessarily reflected in 
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official policies, ar least in Britain. Britain in particular was anti-Russian and con
sidered itself compelled tu uphold the Ortoman Empire as an ally and as a barrier 
against further southern and eastern Russian expansion. This geopolitica! configu
ration was in many ways inherited by the United States, and Turkey became an 
important element in the cold war anti-Soviet alliance. But there was no longer any 
ambiguity: the Balkans were no Jonger Christian but communist. Additionally, 
since World War II it has become illegitirnate to criticize any society, including 
Turkey, for being non-white, non-Christian or non-European. Kennan's introduc
tion accorclingly downplays the role of the Ottoman Empire and the Turks in the 
Balkans: current problems stern from their .distant tribal past," and have roots that 
,,reach back, clearly, not :mly ioto the centuries of Turkish domination" but are 
„developments of those earlier ages, not only those of the Turkish domination but 
of earlier ones as well." Fimlly, „one must not be too hard on the Turks"; after all, 
„in a sense, there was more peace when [the Balkans] were still under Turkish rule 
than there was after they gained their independence. (That it not to say that the 
Turkish rule was in al! other respects superior to what came after.)"129 

It is valid to re-assess empires, including the last multi-national empire, the 
Soviet.130 Epithets such as „anomalous" for empires will probably fall ioto disuse in 
academic writing.131 And it is certainly nor valid for Balkan politicians and intellec
tuals to use the Ottoman Empire and Turkey as scapegoars for all their misfortunes 
and misconduct, to attempt to define themselves against a demonized other, in this 
case very literally to resort to orientalism.132 But Kennan has essentialized the 
Balkans: he has transformed Herder's Balkan .Volksgeist" into Kaplan's .Balkan 
ghosts." Roland Barthes remarked that collective representations and mentalities 
can be frozen, kept stagnant by power, the press and reigning values.133 David 
Spurr has shown, in the c~.e of the third world, that while the press continues to 
cling to normative views r:f civilization formed during the colonial era, antluopol
ogy and cultural criticism have questioned the consequences of such views.134 
Such questioning has not oeen directed at the Balkans, possibly because their non
colonial status has left tlwn out of the sphere of interest of postcolonial critique 
and cultural criticism, and because Balkan, and în general European, anthropolo
gy has been somewhat marginal to the field.135 

If Kennan is conrext Jalized in what I have described as an imperial geopolit
ica! continuity, he wHl not te seen (or, at least, not seen only) as a hostage of a tra
dition of stereotypes. Certahly, he is in the same relationship with „Balkanist" texts 
that all readers, according f,) Wolfgang Iser, are with al! written texts. A text, in his 
formulation, is bLi.cketed off from the world it represents and „what is within the 
brackets is separated from the reality in which it is normally embedded." There is 
a continuai oscitlation between both worlds that produces a two-fold doubling -
one affecting th e recipient, ~he other the world of the text itse!f.136 While this dual
ity serves to aestheticize tictionality in literature because it is an essentially staged 
discourse, fiction in philosciphical (or other) discourse remains veiled and, there
fore, can be ::ubject to rult.c> of practicai application, can be designed for a specif-
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ic purpose, in a word, can be falsified. 137 Indeed, „the challenge of orientalism is 
precisely the challenge of a discursive formation that has complicated extratextual 
and nondiscursive implications and consequences."138 One might alsa add 
sources. From tllis perspective Kennan is an important architect as well as porte
paro/e of power-politics. Authority and authorities may consciously and deliber
ately shape representation or appropriate existing types of representation for polit
ica! expediency. In Iser's terms, this is an „intention-led mobilization" on the part 
of the activator.139 Kennan is thus an example of one at an intersection, or in the 
midst of a complex and dialectica! chain reaction, between knowledge as power, 
of „discourse as a violence we do to things or, at all events, as a practice that we 
impose on them."140 This is also a configuration where (politica!) power yields 
knowledge; for the two are „rigorously indivisible."141 In the field of social psy
chology, John French and Bertram Raven have differentiated six bases of social 
power: coercive, reward, legitimate, reference, expert and informational power. 142 

Expert power is based on the perception, on the part of the target, i.e., audience 
and readership, that the agent possesses superior power and ability; informational 
power depends entirely 0n the quality of the message, its persuasiveness and the 
logic of its argumentation. The expert power and informational power that a per
san such as Kennan exe!ts is enhanced by, and at the same time bears a double 
responsibility because of, the dual target of his agency: policy-makers and the pub
lic. Faced with stark politica! realities, and working within the confines and with 
the modest means of academe, one can hope only to subvert the informative pow
er of expert authority. 

The Balkans have bem ill served by discovery and invention. Balkanism and 
its subject are imprisoned în a field of discourse în which .Balkans" îs paired în 
opposition to „West" and „Europe", while „Balkanism" is the dark other of „west
ern civilization." When the Balkans were part of the scatter pattern of invective 
aimed at the east and „Orientalism" was the other necessary for the self-essential
izing „West" and „Europe", there existed the prospect of their rediscovery in a pos
itive fashion. With the rediscovery of the east and orientalism as independent 
semantic values, the Balkans are Ieft in Europe's thrall, anti-civilization, alter ego, 
the dark side within. 

1. John Gunther, /nside Europe (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940), 437. 
2. Thus we read that .. :1L the University of California at Berkeley Chancellor Chang-Lin 

Tien broods over tbe Balkanization taking place throughout society" (Ellis Cose 
review of DividecJ '..Ve Fall: Gambling with History in the Nineties by Haynes 
Johnson, in The New York Times 8ook J?(!View, (27 March 1994]: 11). Likewise, in :.1 

lively academic debate over multicl\lţuralism at Rice University, Eva Thompson, a 
professor of German and Slavic studies, saw the multiculturalism-curriculum not as 
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